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From the Editor
Tick – tock. Tick – tock.
There’s ONE more week to get a short story written for the contest. I know December is a crazy time, but
it’s only 400-600 words. Come on – you can do it!
With your entry, send me one to two links and at the end of each short story, I’ll have:
To read more from XXX, you can find them here: __________
The stories will all be printed in the January 3rd newsletter. Open voting will run until January 12th (with
lots of sharing on Facebook to get votes – so hopefully some exposure to different readers too!) The
winner will be announced in the January 17th newsletter and the winner gets a $50 gift card – to help
recover from their bout of holiday spending in December. (Photo prompts and all details on pages 4-5)
PS: I’m thinking of having one every quarter, with different photo prompts for each quarter’s contest.

Trisha
texastrishafaye@yahoo.com
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Flash Fiction Contest Guidelines
It’s Flash Fiction Contest Time! Enter your flash fiction story for a chance to win a $50 gift card.
Write a 400-600 word story to one of the three pictures below. Email your entry to
texastrishafaye@yahoo.com with ‘CONTEST ENTRY – (title of your story)’ in the subject line.
Entries are due by midnight, Friday, December 20th.
All contestants must be a subscriber to Pages of the Past weekly newsletter. (It’s FREE. The ONLY thing
you’ll receive is the weekly newsletters. Link below.)
The stories will be printed in the January 3rd newsletter. A PDF will be compiled with all the stories and
posted on Facebook, allowing others a chance to read the stories and send in their votes. The contest will
run until January 12th at midnight. The winner will be announced in the January 17th newsletter.
The winner receives a $50 gift card.

Use one of the three photographs below as a prompt for your story.
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Here’s the link to subscribe to Pages of the Past newsletter.
It’s free. You’ll only get the newsletter, nothing else.
Get Pages of the Past delivered to your inbox every Friday!
Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/184527085517941/
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This week our author spotlight shines on Maureen (MT) Maliha, who weaves many fascinating tendrils
together into her historical fiction book, Ghost Dance. She transports us to the year 1858 as we begin
seeing the layers of Martin, the son and heir to his father’s fortune and Waverly Estate. But treachery and
trickery abound – from more than one source which keeps us reading and on the edge of our seat trying
to discover the mystery and how all the pieces twine together.
I’m about fifty pages from the end and was practically stomping my foot in agitation last night when I
realized that I’d forgotten to bring my book with me when I went to watch my granddaughter. There she
was asleep on the couch by nine and I longed to finish up Ghost Dance, which was miles away on my
nightstand.
Join us today as we chat with MT about her writing journey and the world of historical fiction.


Waverly Estate is a sentinel that looks down from abrupt roof lines above The Hudson River. More
than one hundred years after The Revolutionary War, its presence continues to whisper of battles won
and lost; of death and vacuous halls and hearts, and of treacherous deeds committed. Its residents
are not troubled by the dead alone. Far more ghastly are the living.

Welcome MT! What a fascinating snippet to draw us into Ghost Dance. What
inspired you to write Ghost Dance, the first of a trilogy?
Thanks for inviting me to participate in your wonderful newsletter!
Some years ago, while out photographing for an art project, I stumbled across a
beautiful gothic/castle like ruin that sat along The Hudson River. I was intrigued!
I went home, researched the building and its history, and discovered that many
famous people, including writers and the ‘elite’ had frequently been visitors to
the amazing mansion on the river. They uniformly reported suffering melancholic
feelings while visiting, and some refused to return. Some attributed their
experiences to the wind along the river, and some blamed their unease on spirits
that dwelled within the walls and grounds. How could I resist! I HAD to write
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about it. (As I state in the forward of my book, Waverly Estate: Ghost Dance, I had changed the names to
protect the haunted)
Ghost Dance is set in 1858. How did you end up choosing this time period for your book?
The mansion that I wrote about, not literally of course, but as inspiration, stood around that time. It was
also a time of great domestic turmoil, as well as political and social shifts. It is a fascinating time period!
Do you have any favorite methods you use in researching your books?
I am a relentless investigator. Not satisfied with google, which is sometimes filled with mistaken facts, I
go out, talk to people, read extensively, and follow the yellow brick road, if you don’t mind the play on
words. Double and triple checking facts is so important to maintaining truth amidst the fiction writing.
Tell us about one of your favorite characters from one of your books.
I adore Meredith. She was a naturalist that followed in the footsteps of a true to life local (The Catskill
Mountains of NY State) naturalist, and I read a lot of her history and work. Meredith is a strong woman
who dislikes being disregarded because she is female. But she is not a nasty person, and does not carry a
chip on her shoulder. Rather, she asserts herself in gentle words and by example. She has nothing to prove
to anyone. Secure in her womanhood and place in life, she forges on. I just love that about her!
What challenges have you found with writing historical fiction?
People who repeat ‘history’ as fact, when the passing of time can distort those facts. I feel we all need to
keep an open mind to the possibility that we, as Human’s, tend to re-write history. The most intriguing
part of investigating and running down theories and facts, is finding contrary morsels of truth and fiction.
We need to keep our hearts and minds open or risk losing the essence of not only our characters but
the spine on which our books are constructed.
There are two more books to come in this series? Can you give us a little teaser about them and let us
know when we can look for them?
Thanks for asking about them! I’m quite excited about them both! The next to be published is titled:
Waverly Estate: The Murmurs. It was a real trip writing it! While it time jumps to present day, it continues
to delve into the estate’s history. Researching the businesses the family had been involved in, in the
1800’s, was amazing! Lots of information and detail regarding the shipping industry, slave trading, opium
trade, and 1800’s beliefs in the ever after and spirits. Loved doing it! No release date has been set by the
publisher just yet but soon-ish. But it's good to go.
I am currently working on the last in the series, tentatively titled: Waverly Estate: The Betwext. It delves
further into the history of the Waverly family, and unravels the reasons pertaining to the mansion’s
hauntings. Again, I go back, back, back, into the past, to dig up facts and particles from the past to bind
the last in the series together with the 1st and 2nd. It’s been the most challenging of all to write, but very
rewarding! My publisher has accepted it, but because I am still writing it and the 2nd is yet to be released,
I cannot give you a time frame just yet. The first was just published this September 2019.
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Do you write in any genres other than historical fiction?
I tend to gravitate toward historical fiction. But yes, I have written a thriller/spy novel titled The Wild Dogs
of Winter; a mystery/love-ish story titled Lillian Shay, a detective mystery/suspense titled The Meek, and
a mystery titled Fractured Doves. Some others are rolling around. I have been working on them for a
while, including a straight up historical novel about an old hotel. No ghosts in that particular write, but
who knows what it will be in the end.
What is your favorite genre to write in and why?
Historical Fiction, hands down! And always something with a spiritual or ghostly twist. I like the idea that
the past is never really as past as we think it is as long as we keep it alive, and that no one really knows
what ripples we, as pebbles in a stream, create for others in the near or far future. I love to research!
Is there anything you’d like to share with us that I didn’t ask you about?
Yes. I’d like to add that when we write historical fiction we owe it to those who came before and will come
after, to tell it straight. The good, bad and ugly. And we need to separate our own prejudices out of the
equation if we care about it. I do.

Amazon
Barnes & Noble
My website: www.mtmaliha.com

You can find MT Maliha here:
https://www.facebook.com/mt.maliha.52
https://twitter.com/MalihaMt

Maureen Maliha is a writer, photographer and musician. She is a recovering family Therapist and
Mediator. She spends her time wandering the Catskill Mountain landscape with her dog Micah, when
she isn’t working on her next photographic project, book, or artistic endeavor. Learn more
at http://www.mtmaliha.com/.
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The 1800s
Lady’s Maid
Margaret Forster

Young and timid but full of sturdy good sense and awakening sophistication, Lily Wilson arrives in
London in 1844, becoming a lady’s maid to the fragile, housebound Elizabeth Barrett. Lily is quickly
drawn to her mistress’s gaiety and sharp intelligence, the power of her poetry, and her deep emotional
need. It is a strange intimacy that will last sixteen years.
It is Lily who smuggles Miss Barrett out of the gloomy Wimpole Street house, witnesses her secret
wedding to Robert Browning in an empty church, and flees with them to threadbare lodgings and the
heat, light, and colors of Italy. As housekeeper, nursemaid, companion, and confidante, Lily is with
Elizabeth in every crisis–birth, bereavement, travel, literary triumph. As her devotion turns almost to
obsession, Lily forgets her own fleeting loneliness. But when Lily’s own affairs take a dramatic turn,
she comes to expect the loyalty from Elizabeth that she herself has always given.

Authors: Do you have a historical fiction book or short story that you’d like featured in Pages of the Past? Email me
at texastrishafaye@yahoo.com to see about scheduling your book or short story in a future issue.

Get Pages of the Past delivered to your inbox every Friday!
Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/184527085517941/
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